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Product summary: gbr(N)RCS
1.1. Introduction

GNSS Bistatic Radar (gbr) involves making measurements of the reflections of GNSS signals from the
Earth surface. The technique is similar to that used by both existing altimeter and scatterometer radar
satellites, but eliminates the need for dedicated transmitters, through the use of pre-existing GNSS
signals.

GNSS reflections contain an imprint of the physical state of the surface and have found application in
monitoring:

- Oceanography (Wave roughness and wind speed)
- Soil moisture and flooding
- Cryosphere (Ice extent, type and elevation)

These gbr(N)RCS Level 1B data contain calibrated measurements of bistatic Radar Cross Section (RCS),
and the scattering effective area for the Normalized bistatic Radar Cross Section (NRCS). These
measurements are derived from the power ratio between reflected and direct signal paths. The files
contain the raw measurements of reflection DDM power, direct power, and calibration signal power.
Additionally the meta-data that allows calculation from the raw observations to reflectivity are
included.

The data is merged together from the binary files in Level 1A gbrDDM, ancillary data from external
sources and internal look-up tables.

1.2. Data and Metadata

1.2.1. General Description
One file contains data from a continuous “track” along the Earth’s surface as observed by a single Spire
GNSS-R receiving satellite. Each track is associated with a single GNSS transmitter and traces an arc
along the Earth's surface that may span up to several hundred kilometers. A merged product
containing all track-wise data within a 1-hour interval is also available with the product name modified
with appended ‘m’. For example, gbrRCSm and gbrNRCSm.

The gbr(N)RCS data use the following file naming conventions for track-wise and merged products:
spire_gnss-r_L1B_gbrRCS_vX.X_YYYY-MM-DDTHH-mm-SS_FMXXX_TXID_CARR_CODE_antmaskX.nc

spire_gnss-r_L1B_gbrRCSm_vX.X_YYYY-MM-DDTHH-mm-SS_FMXXX.nc

1.2.2. Format
The file format is NetCDF4-Classic.
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The dimensions are time. There is no prescribed number of measurement points as each track length
is distinct to each reflection event.

The global attributes, dimensions, and variables are described in Tables 1 - 13.

1.2.2.1. Table 1: Global Attributes

Attribute Description

name “GNSS-R Level 1 Bistatic Radar Cross Section”

processing_center Spire Processing Center

file_start_time UTC file start time

file_end_time UTC file end time

start_gpstime File start time in GPS seconds

stop_gpstime File end time in GPS seconds

constellation “spire”

rx_id The flight model (FM) number of the receiving satellite

tx_id The system code and PRN number of the transmitting GNSS satellite

carrier GNSS carrier frequency

code GNSS code type

config_id String that can be used to specify different Level 1 processing
configurations.

data_level “L1B”

product_type “gbrRCS” or “gbrNRCS”

processing_config “land” or “ocean”

antenna_mask The antenna identifier bit-mask in this file e.g. “1”, “2”, “4”

antennas List of antennas active on the receiving satellite, e.g.
“reflect_ant_mask1, reflect_ant_mask2, reflect_ant_mask4,
direct_ant_mask8”

ddm_source_format_version The file version of the input DDM files. E.g. “1.0.0”

format_version The file version of the Level 1 processor.
E.g. “0.3.7”

creation_time Data file creation time specified in UTC format.

quality_flag_info A bit-packed integer denoting which of the quality_flags are considered
for information rather than warnings.

ddma_delay_pixels The delay size of the DDMA box used in the sigma_at_sp and
sigma0_at_sp fields

ddma_doppler_pixels The doppler size of the DDMA box used in the sigma_at_sp and
sigma0_at_sp fields
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ddma_delay_offset_pixels The delay offset of the DDMA box used in the sigma_at_sp and
sigma0_at_sp fields

multi_track_dataset 0: single track files
1: multi track merged files

1.2.2.2. Table 2: Dimensions

Variable Source Description Unit

sample_time L1A
gbrDDM

Mid-point time of measurement in UTC sec

delay L1A
gbrDDM

The delay of the DDM pixel in intermediate frequency
samples. This is the integer number of samples

1

doppler L1A
gbrDDM

The integer index of the DDM Doppler pixel 1

1.2.2.3. Table 3: Variables (Time)

Variable Source Description Unit

sample_time Derived Mid-point time of measurement in UTC sec

gpstime Derived Mid-point of sample in GPS time
The number of seconds since the GPS epoch
(1980-01-06T00:00:00). This scale is a continuous
count without leap-seconds applied. Therefore the
offset from gpstime to sample_time will vary
according to the GPS time to UTC time offset.

sec

gpstime_uncorrected L1A
gbrDDM

The integration midpoint time in the receiver clock,
prior to correction by the clock error estimate. In
seconds since the GPS epoch
(1980-01-06T00:00:00)

sec

1.2.2.4. Table 4: Variables (Track meta-data)

Variable Source Description Unit

track_id Derived Track ID
Identifies the observation track. This is a set of DDMs
that were processed from the same transmitter
through the same receiver channel as a contiguous
series. It starts from 0 and is unique to a single Level
1 file.

-

track_id_hash Derived Uniquely identifies the observation track. This is an ID
equivalent to track_id but unique across files. A single
track that crosses L1 files will share the same
track_id_hash. This track_id_hash allows linking back
to the Level 0 DDM file and should not change, even
if the Level 1 data is reprocessed. This makes it
suitable for use in publications. The adopted display
convention is to use base64 encoding e.g
track_id_hash=1035645046200408516
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tx_system L1A
gbrDDM

Transmitter GNSS constellation
0=GPS,1=GALILEO,2=GLONASS,3=SBAS,4=BDS,5
=QZSS,6=IRNSS

-

tx_prn L1A
gbrDDM

Transmitter PRN
The transmitted PRN code

-

tx_svn Derived Transmitter SVN
The unique identification number (that is unique per
GNSS system and not transferred between
space-vehicles)

-

tx_block Derived Transmitter block
GpsBlock: 0=UNDEFINED, 1=BLOCK_I,
2=BLOCK_II, 3=BLOCK_IIA, 4=BLOCK_IIR_A,
5=BLOCK_IIR_B, 6=BLOCK_IIR_M, 7=BLOCK_IIF,
8=BLOCK_IIIA
GalileoBlock: 0=UNDEFINED, 1=GALILEO_1,
2=GALILEO_2
QzssBlock: 0=UNDEFINED, 1=QZSS, 2=QZSS_2I,
3=QZSS_2G
BeidouBlock: 0=UNDEFINED, 1=BEIDOU_2G,
2=BEIDOU_2M, 3=BEIDOU_2I, 4=BEIDOU_3I,
5=BEIDOU_3G_CAST, 6=BEIDOU_3SI_SECM,
7=BEIDOU_3SI_CAST, 8=BEIDOU_3SM_CAST,
9=BEIDOU_3M_CAST, 10=BEIDOU_3M_SECM
GlonassBlock: 0=UNDEFINED, 1=GLONASS,
2=GLONASS_M, 3=GLONASS_K1

-

tx_signal Derived Transmitter signal
SignalType: 0=GPS_L1_CA, 1=GPS_L2_CL,
2=GPS_L2_PY, 3=QZS_L1_CA, 4=QZS_L2_CL,
5=GLO_L1_CA, 6=GLO_L2_CA, 7=GAL_E1_BA,
8=GAL_E1_CA, 9=GAL_E5B_Q, 10=BDS_B1C_D,
11=BDS_B1C_P, 12=BDS_B2A_D, 13=BDS_B2A_P,
14=BDS_B2B_I, 15=BDS_B2B_Q

-

antenna_mask L1A
gbrDDM

Which antenna(s) were used for the measurement:
Binary field made of setting bits to 1 for when that
antenna is utilised. Multiple bits are set for
beamforming multiple antennas. Bit 0 corresponds to
radio frontend 0, Bit 1 to radio frontend 1 etc.

-

1.2.2.5. Table 5: Variables (Observations)

Variable Source Description Unit

power_direct L1A
gbrDDM

Direct signal power
The power measurement of the direct signal from
the prompt correlator output. The I and Q
components are coherently accumulated for the
period of the DDM, with data-bits wiped off. This is
(sum(I)**2 + sum(Q)**2)/total_integration_time
where this sum is over
total_integration_time=ddm_coherent_integ_time*
ddm_noncoherent_num_accum seconds. The
units are arbitrary digital scaling of signal power -
with the same units as power_reflect. The
corrected direct_signal power is power_direct *
power_direct_attenuation

PU1
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power_direct_smooth L1A
gbrDDM

Smoothed direct signal power
A moving average filter of configurable width is
applied to power_direct on a track-by-track basis

PU1

power_reflect

Dimensions:
sample_time, delay,
doppler

L1A
gbrDDM

DDM of reflection power
The DDM of the reflection, with dimensions delay
and Doppler. These are in arbitrary digital power
units.

PU1

power_noise_reflect L1A
gbrDDM

Reflection noise power
The best estimate of the reflection noise power.
This can be from the several noise observations.
It is currently set to power_noise_ddm_median

PU1

power_cal_direct L1A
gbrCal

Power of the calibration signal
Power of the calibration source measured on the
POD RF front end. The calibration signal powers
are in a scale of digital power counts.

PU2

power_cal_direct_smoot
h

L1A
gbrCal

Smoothed power of calibration signal associated
with the POD RF front end. A moving average
filter of configurable width is applied to
power_cal_direct along a continuous payload
collection window

PU2

power_cal_reflect L1A
gbrCal

Power of the calibration signal
Power of the calibration source measured on the
active reflection RF front end. The calibration
signal powers are in a scale of digital power
counts.

PU2

power_cal_reflect_smoo
th

L1A
gbrCal

Smoothed power of calibration signal associated
with the active reflection RF front end. A moving
average filter of configurable width is applied to
power_cal_reflect along a continuous payload
collection window

PU2

Reflection noise

power_noise_ddm_medi
an

L1A
gbrDDM

Reflection noise from the DDM noise box median
The noise power computed from the median of
the DDM’s noise box

PU1

power_noise_ddm_mea
n

L1A
gbrDDM

Reflection noise from the DDM noise box mean
The noise power computed from the median of
the DDM’s noise box

PU1

power_noise_ddm_std_
dev

L1A
gbrDDM

Reflection noise DDM noise box standard
deviation

PU1

1.2.2.6. Table 6: Variables (Derived observations)

Variable Source Description Unit

power_reflect_at_sp Derived Reflection power at the specular point. Depending
on the processing config, this is either the DDMA
for ocean reflections or DDM peak for land
reflections.

PU1

reflect_snr_at_sp Derived Reflection signal to noise ratio
The signal to noise ratio at SP using the DDM

dB
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pixel at  Land: at peak. Ocean: fixed offset.

This is calculated as 10.0 * log10(power_reflect /
power_noise_reflect - 1).

sigma_at_sp Derived The calculated Bistatic Radar Cross-Section
(assuming non-coherent reflection) around the
specular point. This is based on the reflection
power observable, power_reflect_at_sp.

1

reflectivity_at_sp Derived The calculated reflectivity (assuming
non-coherent reflection) around the specular
point, based on the reflection power observable,
power_reflect_at_sp.

1

1.2.2.7. Table 7: Variables (Geometry)

Variable Source Description Unit

sp_pos_x,
sp_pos_y,
sp_pos_z

Derived Specular point position
Specular point position in ECEF coordinates.

metres

sp_lat Derived Specular point latitude
The specular point location in geodetic coordinates

degrees_north

sp_lon Derived Specular point longitude
The specular point location in geodetic coordinates

degrees_east

sp_alt Derived Specular point altitude
The specular point altitude in metres above the
WGS-84 ellipsoid. Digital Elevation Model Name:
dem_SUR_1arcmin_1m, Description: Geoid:
EGM2008 interpolated to 1 arcmin grid with respect
to WGS84. Tide-free. Elevation model: Earth2014,
Resolution: 1 arcmin, 1 metre."

metres

rx_pos_x,
rx_pos_y,
rx_pos_z

L1A
POD

Receiver position
Receiver ECEF position coordinates

metres

rx_vel_x,
rx_vel_y,
rx_vel_z

L1A
POD

Receiver velocity
Receiver ECEF velocity

metres/second

rx_lat,
rx_lon,
rx_alt

L1A
POD

Receiver sub-satellite point geodetic latitude,
longitude and altitude

degrees_north,
degrees_east,
metres

tx_pos_reflect_x,
tx_pos_reflect_y,
tx_pos_reflect_z

Tx orbits Transmitter position (R-ray)
Transmitter ECEF position coordinate. At time of
transmission for the reflected path.

metres

tx_vel_reflect_x,
tx_vel_reflect_y,
tx_vel_reflect_z

Tx orbits Transmitter velocity (R-ray)
Transmitter ECEF velocity. At time of transmission
for the reflected path.

metres/second

tx_pos_direct_x, Tx orbits Transmitter position (D-ray) metres
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tx_pos_direct_y,
tx_pos_direct_z

Transmitter ECEF position coordinate. At time of
transmission for the direct path.

tx_vel_direct_x,
tx_vel_direct_y,
tx_vel_direct_z

Tx orbits Transmitter velocity (D-ray)
Transmitter ECEF velocity. At time of transmission
for the direct path.

metres/second

range_tx_rx Derived The range from the transmitter at time of direct ray
emission.

metres

range_tx_sp Derived The range from the transmitter at time of incident
ray emission to the specular point

metres

range_sp_rx Derived Range from the specular point to the receiver metres

sp_incidence_angle Derived Specular point incidence angle
The angle between the ellipsoid surface normal and
the incident ray

degrees

sp_rcg Derived Range Corrected Gain
Scheduling reflection quality metric Range
Corrected Gain (RCG). This is calculated at the
specular point. The antenna gain is divided by the
diffuse scattering path loss term (R_I)**2 * (R_R)**2
As per convention this is scaled by *1e27.

dB

sp_crcg Derived Coherent Range Corrected Gain
Scheduling reflection quality metric Coherent
Range Corrected Gain (CRCG). This is calculated
at the specular point. The antenna gain is divided
by the coherent scattering path loss term (R_I +
R_R)**2. As per convention this is scaled by *1e16

dB

sp_coast_distance Derived Distance to the nearest coast for specular point
location. Values >0 are in the land, <0 are in the
ocean. This is quantised to 5 km steps and
saturated at +/-635 km.

km

Receiver attitude

attitude_quaternion_0,
attitude_quaternion_1,
attitude_quaternion_2,
attitude_quaternion_3

L1A
Att

Attitude quaternion [x,y,z,w]
Attitude at the timestamp of the DDM.

-

attitude_roll,
attitude_pitch,
attitude_yaw

Derived Tait-Bryan angles following the ZYX convention of
the satellite body frame compared to the Orbit
Reference Frame.

radians

attitude_off_nadir Derived Attitude off nadir
The angle of the body-frame Z-axis away from the
orbit frame vertical

radians

Antenna metadata

rx_to_sp_antenna_theta,

rx_to_sp_antenna_phi

Derived The angle in the receiver antenna to the specular
point, angle theta. Range [0, 180]
The angle in the receiver antenna to the specular
point, angle phi. Range [0, 360)

degree

rx_ant_gain_reflect Derived The antenna gain from the receiver pointed towards
the specular point. Power dB

dB
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rx_to_tx_antenna_theta,

rx_to_tx_antenna_phi

Derived The angle in the receiver antenna to the transmitter,
angle theta. Range [0, 180]
The angle in the receiver antenna to the transmitter,
angle phi. Range [0, 360)

degree

rx_ant_gain_direct Derived The receiver antenna gain pointed towards the
transmitter. Power dB

dB

tx_to_rx_antenna_theta,

tx_to_rx_antenna_phi

Derived The angle in the transmitter antenna to the receiver,
angle theta. Range [0, 180]
The angle in the transmitter antenna to the receiver,
angle phi. Range [0, 360)

degree

tx_ant_gain_direct Derived The antenna gain estimate of the transmitter
pointed at the receiver. If this is not known then it
will have a value of 0.

dB

tx_to_sp_antenna_theta,

tx_to_sp_antenna_phi

Derived The angle in the receiver antenna to the specular
point, angle theta. Range [0, 180]
The angle in the receiver antenna to the specular
point, angle phi. Range [0, 360)

degree

tx_ant_gain_reflect Derived The antenna gain estimate from the transmitter
pointed at the specular point. If this is not known
then it will have a value of 0.

Power dB

rx_ant_gain_correction Derived The correction that is applied to the reflectivity
measurements to account for estimated error in the
antenna gain ratio: reflected / direct antenna gain.

Power dB

1.2.2.8. Table 8: Variables (Observation metadata)

Variable Source Description Unit

power_ddm_peak_pixel
_location_lag

L1A
gbrDDM

The centre location in delay of the onboard DDM
prior to downselection.

1

power_ddm_peak_pixel
_location_dop

L1A
gbrDDM

The offset in Doppler pixels of the downselected
DDM in the original onboard DDM. e.g. 0 is 0 Hz,
positive or negative Doppler.

1

power_direct_attenuatio
n

const Power direct attenuation correction.
Calibration offset applied to the direct signal RF
chain. This is a scaling factor to apply to
power_direct to compensate for any losses prior
to the calibration injection.

1

1.2.2.9. Table 9: Variables (Observation tracking data)

Variable Source Description Unit

gpstime_reference L1A
gbrDDM

This is the reference GPS time used for the
tracking_model_ref_pseudorange. This is not
corrected by the receiver clock error estimate.
This marks the end-point of the integration. In
seconds since the GPS epoch
(1980-01-06T00:00:00)"

seconds

gpstime_integration_end
_point

L1A
gbrDDM

This is the GPS time at the integration endpoint,
used for the tracking_model_ref_pseudorange,

seconds
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tracking_model_adr and tracking_model_accel
fields. This is not corrected by the receiver clock
error estimate. In seconds since the GPS epoch
(1980-01-06T00:00:00)"

rx_clock_error L1A
POD

Clock error of the receiver. From the onboard
navigation solution or POD.

seconds

tx_clock_error Tx orbits Clock error of the transmitter at time of
transmission on direct path

seconds

tracking_model_ref_pse
udorange

L1A
gbrDDM

The onboard specular point tracking model
reference pseudorange. This is constant for each
observation track and corresponds to the time
given in gpstime_reference

metres

tracking_model_adr L1A
gbrDDM

The onboard specular point tracking models
Accumulated Doppler Range (ADR). Units are in
cycles of the carrier wavelength of that signal.
Valid at end of the integration time

cycles

tracking_model_accel L1A
gbrDDM

The onboard specular point tracking model’s
acceleration. Units are in cycles/second/second.
Cycles expressed with respect to the carrier
wavelength of that signal. Valid at end of the
integration time

cycles/second/
second

tracking_model_referenc
e_lag_number

L1A
gbrDDM

DDM lag of the tracking model
Code model is initialized such that the
pseudorange reported is valid for this lag number.
For instance, if a GNSS signal component is
processed with
tracking_model_reference_lag_number=7 and the
model perfectly aligns with the incoming data, the
peak DDM power will be in lag pixel 7. (Starting at
pixel 0)

1

1.2.2.10. Table 10: Variables (Quality flags)

Variable Source Description Unit

quality_pass Derived Flag whether the data quality is considered acceptable.
This is the master quality flag that can be used instead of
decoding the detailed quality_flags and the attribute
quality_flags_info that specifies which flags are
informational.

-

quality_flags Derived Quality flags bit-packed

A word containing the bit-packed combination of quality
flags. A 1 in any bit indicates the presence of that state.

Some of these flags can be considered informational,
rather than poor data quality. Whether a flag is considered
informational, is specified in the quality_flag_info global
attribute.

This field is to be used for understanding the cause of

-
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quality-failures. The quality_pass field (above) is more
convenient for simple flagging of known erroneous data.

Bit 0: warn_unavailable_tx_antenna_pattern
- Transmitter antenna pattern not known for this

transmitter. Reflectivity is calculated with a
transmitter antenna gain ratio of 1.

- Note that at present, this flag is not set and the
transmitter gain ratio is set to a constant 1.

Bit 1: warn_calibration_invalid
- Warning that the calibration signal has not been

considered valid. This is based on the tracking
parameters of the calibration signal.

Bit 2: warn_comms_s_band_active
- The platform S-band transmitter is active. This

causes strong interference to  GNSS signal
reception on Spire Batch-1 GNSS-R. This is
considered informational on Spire Batch-2
GNSS-R

Bit 3: warn_comms_uhf_band_active
- The platform UHF transmitter is active. This

should not interfere with the signal GNSS
reception so is considered informational.

Bit 4: warn_attitude_changing
- Attitude is changing

Bit 5: warn_attitude_offset
- Attitude is offset from the nominal

Bit 6: error_in_compute_specular_point
- The specular point calculation convergence was

not within the allowed number of iterations.
Bit 7: rx_ant_gain_correction_invalid

- There is no antenna gain correction for the
corresponding location in the reflection antenna

Bit 8: warn_low_snr
- The SNR is too low for successful reflectivity

measurement
Bit 9: warn_possible_rfi

- Warning that Radio Frequency Interference (RFI)
has been detected from the statistics of the DDM
noise box. This would interfere with the reflectivity
observation

Bit 10: warn_direct_signal_in_ddm
- Direct signal interference is expected to be aliased

within the DDM delay-doppler range. This is a
purely geometric calculation

Bit 11: warn_low_rcg
- Coherent or incoherent Range Corrected Gain is

below threshold set for observed surface type
Bit 12: warn_inconsistent_pseudorange

- Onboard computed excess range differs from
ground-processed value. Difference is typically
due to rapidly changing surface elevation.

Bit 13: warn_unstable_direct_obs
- Variance of smoothed direct signal power is

greater than threshold
Bit 14: warn_unstable_cal_direct

- Variance of smoothed direct calibration signal
power is greater than threshold

Bit 15: warn_unstable_cal_reflect
- Variance of smoothed reflect calibration signal

power is greater than threshold
Bit 16: warn_attitude_unavailable
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- There is no attitude data available for this
observation

Bit 17: warn_temperature_unavailable
- There is no physical temperature data available

for this observation. This is not used in the
processing so is considered informational.

1.2.2.11. Table 11: Variables (Configuration)

Variable Source Description Unit

processing_config L1A
gbrDDM

Processing Configuration
Processing specialisation for different surface
types:
0=ocean,1=land,2=ice,3=generic

-

ddm_delay_pixels_orig L1A
gbrDDM

The number of DDM delay pixels computed
onboard (Original)

1

ddm_doppler_pixels_orig L1A
gbrDDM

The number of DDM Doppler pixels computed
onboard (Original)

1

ddm_delay_pixels L1A
gbrDDM

This is the number of delay pixels in the
downselected DDM

1

ddm_doppler_pixels L1A
gbrDDM

This is the number of Doppler pixels in the
downselected DDM

1

DDM Processing

ddm_noncoherent_num_accum L1A
gbrDDM

Number of non-coherent accumulations.
The number of incoherent accumulations
making up the total DDM integration time

1

ddm_num_average L1A
gbrDDM

The number of DDMs averaged.
The DDM is formed from
ddm_noncoherent_num_accum total
non-coherent accumulations. Internally to the
receiver this is split into equal-length
sub-integrations. There are ddm_num_average
of these sub-integrations.

1

ddm_delay_spacing L1A
gbrDDM

DDM delay spacing between pixels in receiver
intermediate frequency samples

samples

ddm_doppler_spacing L1A
gbrDDM

DDM Doppler spacing between pixels in Hz Hz

ddm_coherent_samples L1A
gbrDDM

DDM coherent samples
Number of IF samples coherently summed at
the input to the DDM. This controls the coherent
decimation rate (eg. 310 samples at
rx_sample_frequency=6.2 MSPS is a coherent
decimation rate of 20 kHz).

1

ddm_coherent_integ_time L1A
gbrDDM

The coherent integration time seconds

ddm_fft_num_accum L1A
gbrDDM

DDM number of accumulations into FFT.
Number of coherent decimated samples used
by the FFT engine. The total coherent

1
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integration time in seconds is
(ddm_coherent_samples *
ddm_fft_num_accum) / rx_sample_frequency

ddm_fft_length L1A
gbrDDM

DDM FFT length
The number of samples input to the FFT.

1

ddm_fft_output_skip L1A
gbrDDM

DDM FFT output decimation
The decimation rate of the FFT outputs.
Nominally this is 1.

1

ddm_fft_overlap L1A
gbrDDM

DDM FFT overlap
The number of samples of overlap for the FFT
input

1

ddm_fft_oversampling_factor L1A
gbrDDM

DDM Doppler oversampling rate
The multiplier rate that the DDM FFT is
oversampled in the frequency domain.
Corresponding to zero padding in the time
domain

1

ddm_coherent_window_type L1A
gbrDDM

The windowing mode of the DDM coherent
integration. 0=TOP_HAT

-

rx_nav_bits_removed L1A
gbrDDM

Nav bits removed
Flag whether or not nav bits have been
removed before the coherent integration.
0=NOT_REMOVED, 1=REMOVED

-

ddm_noise_box_delay_size L1A
gbrDDM

The number of delays in the noise box
How many delay lines of the DDM that are
considered for the power_noise_ddm
observations.

1

rx_sample_frequency - Receiver sample frequency
The sample rate of the receiver in Hz. This is
the rate of the intermediate frequency
digitisation.

Hz

1.2.2.12. Table 12: Variables (Auxiliary)

Variable Source Description Unit

Receiver unit temperatures

temperature_rf L1A
gbrTmp

Temperature of RF board Celsius

temperature_rf_calibrator L1A
gbrTmp

Temperature of the RF calibration board Celsius

temperature_digital L1A
gbrTmp

Temperature of digital board Celsius

1.2.2.13. Table 13: gbrNRCS Variables
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These following variables are only in the gbrNRCS format. These contain the GNSS-R measurements
calibrated to give Normalized Bistatic Radar Cross Section (NRCS). The additional information contains
the effective area and sigma0.

Variable Source Description Unit

eff_area

Dimensions:
sample_time, delay,

doppler

Derived The effective area as calculated on the ellipsoidal
Earth’s surface.

The effective area is given for each delay-Doppler
pixel of the DDM.

m^2

eff_area_at_sp Derived The effective area averaged over the DDMA
pixels

m^2

sigma0_at_sp Derived The bistatic radar cross-section over the DDMA
pixels, normalised by the effective area over the
same pixels.

m^-2
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